MANAGE YOUR
BUSINESS IN
THE MOMENT
Start

Experience real-time
accounting and control.
The world moves faster than ever, bringing
with it unpredictable challenges and
unprecedented opportunities. Sage helps
companies manage quickly and intuitively
with the single, powerful accounting cloud
app built for modern business. With Sage Live,
you and your teams can make every
moment count.

SIMPLIFY CORE ACCOUNTING
AND COMPLIANCE

ACCELERATE BUSINESS FROM
THE PALM OF YOUR HAND

>

>

CONNECT BEST-IN-CLASS APPS
ACROSS ONE EXPERIENCE

GAIN A SINGLE, REAL-TIME
SOURCE OF BUSINESS TRUTH

>

>

ELIMINATE MANUAL DATA
ENTRY AND PROCESSES

WORK CLOSELY WITH YOUR
VERY OWN SUCCESS COACH

>

>
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Real-time accounting.

FUNCTIONALITY

Simplify core accounting
and compliance.
Whether you rely on traditional software or newer apps, you risk
disconnected islands of information and compliance issues. When
systems don’t connect, your people waste valuable time extracting
relevant data to gain even a partial assessment. Sage Live unifies
all that data in a single hub. Our best-in-class Sage accounting
system offers dimensional accounting to support deeper analysis,
a powerful tax engine, simpler tools for your financial reporting,
and multi-currency, multi-country capabilities to help your business
overcome international boundaries.
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Real-time accounting.

FUNCTIONALITY

Going Live means
always knowing more.
• Work smarter by automating your manual processes
• Transform static general ledgers into dynamic financials
• Integrate your favourite business and mobility apps on
the Salesforce Platform
• Easily analyse and extract data from multiple systems
into customisable dashboards and scoreboards
• View top line status and drill down with a tap or click
on your mobile device
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Real-time accounting.

MOBILITY
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Expenses

$180,563.21
Payable average days to pay: 7

GNDN Ltd

One Market - San Francisco Lot #4
$1,200 repair expense received.

Expense Growth

79%

83%

Expenses:
Revenue:

$700 over goal
$100 over goal

Just now

GNDN Ltd
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Accelerate business from
the palm of your hand.

£700 over goal
£100 over goal

Collaborating with decision-makers – who rarely are in the same
place at the same time – is a real-world challenge. That’s why,
with Sage Live, your workplace is wherever you and your people
are in the moment. Access and edit data, enter and track invoices,
manage income, approve expenses, and chat with colleagues –
all in real time, from any connected device.

Sales By Customer

(Daily)

One Market - San Francisco Lot #4
£1,200 repair expense received.
Expenses:
Revenue:

*

Health Gauge

Debtor Days
(Daily)

4:21 PM

Just now

GNDN Ltd

One Market - San Francisco Lot #4
$1,200 repair expense received.
Expenses:
Revenue:

Just now

$700 over goal
$100 over goal
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Real-time accounting.

MOBILITY
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Make the most of
business mobility.

Health Gauge

• Access accounting data in real time on your iOS mobile device,
with support for Android coming soon
Expenses

Expense Growth

79%

83%

(Daily)

$180,563.21
Payable average days to pay: 7

GNDN Ltd

Debtor Days

One Market - San Francisco Lot #4
$1,200 repair expense received.
Expenses:
Revenue:

$700 over goal
$100 over goal

Just now

GNDN Ltd

(Daily)

One Market - San Francisco Lot #4
£1,200 repair expense received.
Expenses:
Revenue:

£700 over goal
£100 over goal

• Enhance business-wide sharing by seeing real-time KPI’s on
your mobile device

Sales By Customer

Just now

GNDN Ltd

One Market - San Francisco Lot #4
$1,200 repair expense received.
Expenses:
Revenue:

$700 over goal
$100 over goal

Just now

• Simplify direct and shared communications for all, leveraging 		
Salesforce Chatter in Sage Live
• Break down silos with easy access to relevant data
and notifications
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Real-time accounting.

INTEGRATION

Connect best-in-class
apps to one experience.
Sage Live combines the world’s first real-time accounting engine
with the market leading Salesforce1™ cloud platform. That makes
Sage Live the always-on application built to work efficiently and
adapt effortlessly. There is not a more flexible, powerful way to stay
connected to what’s really happening across your financials, sales,
admin, and more.
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Real-time accounting.

INTEGRATION

Building on a proven
platform for business.
• Enjoy one-office integration with Salesforce CRM and more
• Enhance reporting by unifying your work environment with
the Sage Live accounting engine
• Access thousands of Salesforce1-enabled apps
• Leverage Chatter to discuss and document journal entries
• Utilise the familiar Salesforce interface you already know
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Real-time accounting.

INTELLIGENCE

Gain a single, real-time
source of business truth.
Because business results are typically spread across disparate
apps and systems, many managers struggle to quickly locate the
information they need in the moments that matter. That’s why
Sage Live provides real-time, anytime intelligence. No waiting,
no fuss, and no error-filled reporting. Get the essential truth to
see actual and projected results.
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Real-time accounting.

INTELLIGENCE

Making the most
of business mobility.
• Use customisable Sage Live Scoreboards to gain access to
real-time reporting and analytics, leveraging dimensional data
for deeper dive focus
• Track metrics quickly through your Sage Live Scoreboards on 		
your mobile devices
• Ensure seamless connectivity to your essential apps connected
to Sage Live via APIs
• Reduce delays and errors by removing disconnected data with
a one-office approach
• Adapt simply, scale quickly and grow globally with tools built
for constant change
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Real-time accounting.

AUTOMATION

Eliminate manual data
entry and processes.
Mobility makes you accessible, but as your business expands,
you need to be able to rely on the people around you. Sage Live
helps you build a team that’s inspired and motivated. Free your
people from mundane data entry tasks like entering expense
reports and reconciling bank accounts so they can focus on
higher-value deliverables. Give them the tools they need to fully
understand their performance and goals – and continually build
towards your company’s success.
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Real-time accounting.

AUTOMATION

Move everyone in
the same direction.
• Share business newsfeeds and other essential updates
• Keep everyone connected with alerts, notifications and
Salesforce Chatter feeds
• Automate expense claims, approvals, and other tasks using
your mobile device
• Engage teams with a modern, mobile user experience
• Make data available on the devices people naturally use
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Real-time accounting.

GUIDANCE

Work closely with your
very own success coach.
As your business expands, you need to know that your financial
systems are up and available to everyone who needs them.
It’s why every Sage Live subscription includes comprehensive
online support through a success coach dedicated to making
your transition quick – and your experience easy. With Sage Live,
success comes as standard.
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Real-time accounting.

GUIDANCE

We’re always available –
just like your business..
• Enjoy white-glove service dedicated to your success
• Choose a Sage Live support plan to fit your unique needs
• Connect to our full network of certified Sage partners
• Add integrated apps through the partner network
• Stay productive with extended and custom support
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Real-time accounting.

There’s never been a moment like this.
Sage Live brings together two global leaders in modern technology:
Sage, the champion of growing business, and Salesforce1™, the
leading cloud-business platform. With powerful, mobile technology
and accounting experience, Sage Live breaks down the walls that
get in the way of greater efficiency.

Our demo, your data:
Start your FREE trial today.
Visit www.sage.co.uk/sage-live to learn more about Sage Live
and start your custom trial. There ’s no better way to learn
how to lead, manage, and grow your business in the moments
that matter.

Where in the world will you take it?
More than 3 million users already rely on Sage accounting systems—
so you can be sure of a solution that’s relevant and real. Learn how
the intelligence of the Sage Live accounting engine can keep your
business competitive (and compliant) globally.
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